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If you’ve been paying attention to the social trends, you probably have some inkling that boys and men are 
struggling, in the U.S. and across the globe.


They are struggling in the classroom. American girls are 14 percentage points more likely to be “school ready” 
than boys at age 5, controlling for parental characteristics. By high school, two-thirds of the students in the top 
10 percent of the class, ranked by G.P.A., are girls, while roughly two-thirds of the students at the lowest decile 
are boys. In 2020, at the 16 top American law schools, not a single one of the flagship law reviews had a man 
as editor in chief.


Men are struggling in the workplace. One in three American men with only a high school diploma — 10 million 
men — is now out of the labor force. The biggest drop in employment is among young men aged 25 to 34. Men 
who entered the work force in 1983 will earn about 10 percent less in real terms in their lifetimes than those 
who started a generation earlier. Over the same period, women’s lifetime earnings have increased 33 percent. 
Pretty much all of the income gains that middle-class American families have enjoyed since 1970 are because 
of increases in women’s earnings.


Men are also struggling physically. Men account for close to three out of every four “deaths of despair” — 
suicide and drug overdoses. For every 100 middle-aged women who died of Covid up to mid-September 2021, 
there were 184 middle-aged men who died.


Richard V. Reeves’s new book, “Of Boys and Men,” is a landmark, one of the most important books of the year, 
not only because it is a comprehensive look at the male crisis, but also because it searches for the roots of that 
crisis and offers solutions.


I learned a lot I didn’t know. First, boys are much more hindered by challenging environments than girls. Girls in 
poor neighborhoods and unstable families may be able to climb their way out. Boys are less likely to do so. In 
Canada, boys born into the poorest households are twice as likely to remain poor as their female counterparts. 
In American schools, boys’ academic performance is more influenced by family background than girls’ 
performance. Boys raised by single parents have lower rates of college enrollment than girls raised by single 
parents.


Second, policies and programs designed to promote social mobility often work for women, but not men. 
Reeves, a scholar at the Brookings Institution, visited Kalamazoo, Mich., where, thanks to a donor, high school 
graduates get to go to many colleges in the state free. The program increased the number of women getting 
college degrees by 45 percent. The men’s graduation rates remained flat. Reeves lists a whole series of 
programs, from early childhood education to college support efforts, that produced impressive gains for 
women, but did not boost men.


Reeves has a series of policy proposals to address the crisis, the most controversial of which is redshirting 
boys — have them begin their schooling a year later than girls, because on average the prefrontal cortex and 
the cerebellum, which are involved in self-regulation, mature much earlier in girls than in boys.


There are many reasons men are struggling — for example, the decline in manufacturing jobs that put a high 
value on physical strength, and the rise of service sector jobs. But I was struck by the theme of demoralization 
that wafts through the book. Reeves talked to men in Kalamazoo about why women were leaping ahead. The 

1.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/for-the-first-time-flagship-law-journals-at-top-us-law-schools-are-all-led-by-women/2020/02/07/b4d3bc64-4836-11ea-bc78-8a18f7afcee7_story.html
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men said that women are just more motivated, work harder, plan ahead better. Yet this is not a matter of 
individual responsibility. There is something in modern culture that is producing an aspiration gap.


Many men just seem less ambitious. College women are roughly twice as likely to enroll in study abroad 
programs as college men. In 2020, amid Covid, the decline in college enrollment for male students was seven 
times that of female students. As Reeves puts it: “It is not that men have fewer opportunities. It is that they are 
not taking them.”


More men are leading haphazard and lonely lives. Roughly 15 percent of men say they have no close friends, 
up from 3 percent in 1990. One in five fathers doesn’t live with his children. In 2014, more young men were 
living with their parents than with a wife or partner. Apparently even many who are married are not ideal mates. 
Wives are twice as likely to initiate divorces as husbands.


I come away with the impression that many men are like what Dean Acheson said about Britain after World War 
II. They have lost an empire but not yet found a role. Many men have an obsolete ideal: Being a man means 
being the main breadwinner for your family. Then they can’t meet that ideal. Demoralization follows.


Ambition doesn’t just happen; it has to be fired. The culture is still searching for a modern masculine ideal. It is 
not instilling in many boys the nurturing and emotional skills that are so desperately important today. A system 
that labels more than a fifth of all boys as developmentally disabled is not instilling in them a sense of 
confidence and competence.


Masculinity has gone haywire. Reverting to pseudo-macho cartoons like Donald Trump and Josh Hawley 
doesn’t help.


2. Bereishis

3. Bava Basra 78a
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(1) Rabbi Yochanan opened with 'You hedge me before and 
behind; You lay Your hand upon me' and rabbi Yochanan said: 'if 
Adam had merits, he eats two worlds, as it's written 'You formed 
me before/achor and behind/kedem', and if not, he comes to 
receive judgment and accounting, as its written 'You lay Your hand 
upon me'. Said R. Yirmiyah ben Elazar: In the hour when the 
Holy One created the first human, He created him [as] an 
androgyne [androginos], as it is said, “male and female He 
created them”. Said Rabbi Shmuel bar Nachman: In the hour 
when the Holy One created the first human, He created him 
double-faced [du-par’tsufin], and sawed him and made him backs, 
a back here and a back [t]here, as it is said, “Before/achor and 
behind/kedem You formed me”. They objected to him: But it says, 
“He took one of his ribs [tsale'otav]”! He said to them: [It means, 
one of] his sides [sit’rohi], just as you would say, “And for the side 
[tsela] of the Tabernacle [mishkan]”, which they translate [in 
Aramaic] “for the side [setar] of the mishkan”.

4. Bereishis Rabba 8:1

5.  Maharal
R’ Yehudah Loew of Prague

1520-1609
6. R’ Yosef Ber Soloveitchik 

1903-1993
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7. Kiddushin 82a8. Chassam Sofer 
(Shavuos 18b)

1762–1839

9. Devarim 32:20

10. R’ Yosef Ber Soloveitchik 
1903-1993
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11. Tosafos
Zevachim 103a 

12. Circle, Arrow, Spiral
Miriam Kosman
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13. Nida 45

15. Kli Yakar

14. Rashi

16. Breaches 10a

17. Shemos Rabba 28:2
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19. Berachos 17a 18. Maharal 
Nesiv Emunah

20. Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch
Vayikra 23:43

1808-1888
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People are mistaken in thinking that there is only one Massorah and one Massorah community; the community 
of the fathers. It is not true. We have two massoros, two traditions, two communities, two shalshalos ha-
kabbalah—the massorah community of the fathers and that of the mothers. “Thus shalt thou say to the house 
of Jacob (the women) and tell the children of Israel (the men)” (Exodus 19:3); “Hear, my son, the instruction of 
thy father (mussar avikha) and forsake not the teaching of thy mother (toras imekha)” (Proverbs 1:8), counseled 
the old king. What is the difference between those two massoros, traditions? What is the distinction 
between mussar avikha and toras imekha? Let us explore what one learns from the father and what one learns 
from the mother.


One learns much from father: how to read a text—the Bible or the Talmud—how to comprehend, how to 
analyze, how to conceptualize, how to classify, how to infer, how to apply, etc. . . . One also learns from father 
what to do and what not to do, what is morally right and what is morally wrong. Father teaches the son the 
discipline of thought as well as the discipline of action. Father’s tradition is an intellectual-moral one. That is 
why it is identified with mussar, which is the Biblical term for discipline.


What is toras imekha? What kind of a Torah does the mother pass on? I admit that I am not able to define 
precisely the massoretic role of the Jewish mother. Only by circumscription I hope to be able to explain it. 
Permit me to draw upon my own experiences. I used to have long conversations with my mother. In fact, it was 
a monologue rather than a dialogue. She talked and I “happened” to overhear. What did she talk about? I must 
use an halakhic term in order to answer this question: she talked me-inyana de-yoma. I used to watch her 
arranging the house in honor of a holiday. I used to see her recite prayers; I used to watch her recite the sidra 
every Friday night and I still remember the nostalgic tune. I learned from her very much.


Most of all I learned that Judaism expresses itself not only in formal compliance with the law but also in a living 
experience. She taught me that there is a flavor, a scent and warmth to mitzvos. I learned from her the most 
important thing in life—to feel the presence of the Almighty and the gentle pressure of His hand resting upon 
my frail shoulders. Without her teachings, which quite often were transmitted to me in silence, I would have 
grown up a soulless being, dry and insensitive.


The laws of Shabbat, for instance, were passed on to me by my father; they are a part of mussar avikha. The 
Shabbat as a living entity, as a queen, was revealed to me by my mother; it is a part of toras imekha. The 
fathers knew much about the Shabbat; the mothers lived the Shabbat, experienced her presence, and 
perceived her beauty and splendor.


The fathers taught generations how to observe the Shabbat; mothers taught generations how to greet the 
Shabbat and how to enjoy her twenty-four hour presence.


21. Mishlei 1:8

22. R’ Yosef Ber Soloveitchik 
1903-1993

“A Tribute to the Rebbitzen of Talne,” 
Tradition 17 (spring 1978)

https://www.sefaria.org/Exodus.19.3?lang=he-en&utm_source=jewishaction.com&utm_medium=sefaria_linker
https://www.sefaria.org/Proverbs.1.8?lang=he-en&utm_source=jewishaction.com&utm_medium=sefaria_linker
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